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Privacy Policy
Tisbury Natural History Society
Your Personal Data
We ask for your name and email address on our Contact Form so that the website manager
(committee member) can pass your enquiry to the relevant committee member, who will then
reply to you directly. Your personal information is given voluntarily. Your personal
information will never be shared with third parties.

UK General Data Protection Regulation (UK GDPR)
In accordance with UK and European law under the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR), individuals have 8 key rights regarding the personal data we hold about you:
1. The right to be informed if your personal data is being used
2. The right of access to copies of your data
3. The right to rectification if there are errors
4. The right to erasure of your data
5. The right to restrict processing of your data
6. The right to data portability in an accessible manner
7. The right to object to the processing or use of your data in some circumstances
8. Rights in relation to automated decision making and profiling.
Should you wish to exercise any of these rights, please contact the Society using the
Contact Form on this website.
If you would like more information about GDPR, please see Your data matters on the
Information Commissioner’s Office website.

Hosting and Cookies
Weebly hosts our website and there are various default cookies which they need to use for
functionality, performance and analytical reasons. Cookies are small files of text and
numbers that websites place on your device as you are browsing.
For further information about Cookies and how to control their settings, please see the
Information Commissioner’s Office website.
By continuing to use this website, you accept that we use the following cookies from Weebly:
Cookie

Classification

Description

is_mobile

Functionality Cookies

These cookies enable us to
remember you have used
our Services before,
preferences you may have
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Cookie

Classification

Description
indicated and information
you have provided to us to
give you a customised
experience. For example,
this would include ensuring
the continuity of your
registration process.

sto-id-editor

Functionality Cookies

These cookies enable us to
remember you have used
our Services before,
preferences you may have
indicated and information
you have provided to us to
give you a customised
experience. For example,
this would include ensuring
the continuity of your
registration process.

sto-id-pages

Functionality Cookies

These cookies enable us to
remember you have used
our Services before,
preferences you may have
indicated and information
you have provided to us to
give you a customised
experience. For example,
this would include ensuring
the continuity of your
registration process.

language

Functionality Cookies

These cookies enable us to
remember you have used
our Services before,
preferences you may have
indicated and information
you have provided to us to
give you a customised
experience. For example,
this would include ensuring
the continuity of your
registration process.

sp

Performance and Analytical
Cookies

This information is used to
make sure our Services can
cope with the volume of
users, to help us correct
errors in the Services and to
measure use across our
Services. These cookies
help us understand if you
have used our Services
before so we can identify
the number of unique users
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Cookie

Classification

Description
we receive. They also help
us understand how long you
spend using our Services
and from where you have
accessed the Services, so
that we can improve the
Services and learn about
the most popular aspects of
the Services.

_snow_ses.1cf4

Performance and Analytical
Cookies

This information is used to
make sure our Services can
cope with the volume of
users, to help us correct
errors in the Services and to
measure use across our
Services. These cookies
help us understand if you
have used our Services
before so we can identify
the number of unique users
we receive. They also help
us understand how long you
spend using our Services
and from where you have
accessed the Services, so
that we can improve the
Services and learn about
the most popular aspects of
the Services.

_snow_id.1cf4

Performance and Analytical
Cookies

This information is used to
make sure our Services can
cope with the volume of
users, to help us correct
errors in the Services and to
measure use across our
Services. These cookies
help us understand if you
have used our Services
before so we can identify
the number of unique users
we receive. They also help
us understand how long you
spend using our Services
and from where you have
accessed the Services, so
that we can improve the
Services and learn about
the most popular aspects of
the Services.

e_snowday__wn_post2

Performance and Analytical
Cookies

This information is used to
make sure our Services can
cope with the volume of
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Cookie

Classification

Description
users, to help us correct
errors in the Services and to
measure use across our
Services. These cookies
help us understand if you
have used our Services
before so we can identify
the number of unique users
we receive. They also help
us understand how long you
spend using our Services
and from where you have
accessed the Services, so
that we can improve the
Services and learn about
the most popular aspects of
the Services.

WeeblyDiceRollUser

Performance and Analytical
Cookies

This information is used to
make sure our Services can
cope with the volume of
users, to help us correct
errors in the Services and to
measure use across our
Services. These cookies
help us understand if you
have used our Services
before so we can identify
the number of unique users
we receive. They also help
us understand how long you
spend using our Services
and from where you have
accessed the Services, so
that we can improve the
Services and learn about
the most popular aspects of
the Services.
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